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HEN asked by our worthy President,
Mr. Morley, to give a paper titled
"Greenkeeping Problems in Canada," I
consented, fully aware of the fact that it would
be impossible for me to do justice to the article
covering the whole Dominion of Canada from
coast to coast, with such a vast difference in climatic conditions, soil, ete.
In northern On tario, and east of us to the
Province of Quebec, the seasons are much
shorter and winters more severe, so that their
problems or at least some of them would be
different than ours in Ontario.
But leaving
climatical conditions out of the
picture for a while, the greenkeeper's problem would chiefly be
grasses.
Grass-The
Earth's Richest
Garment
IT seems perfectly natural for a
man to specialize in frui t, in
rose culture, herbaceous and Alpine plants or in orchids, for it is
so obvious that to excel in any of
these popular and much patronized branches of the garden craft
one requires to make it his main,
if not his whole study.
But grass that is green only, and
\V. J.
not of so many colors-grass
that
grows to be mown,
and rolled, grass that
grows so often where it is not wanted even in
paths and roadside, what need indeed can there
be to specialize in this? That indeed would
be more apparent if a knowledge of grass were
more prevalent with our club officials and
green committees.
For strangely enough many
that possess good greens and fairways have
very little knowledge of the fine grasses and
their requirements so necessary to main tain a
course in perfect condition.
In the past many
failures indicate a lack of essential knowledge
and prove beyond doubt the urgent need of a
close study of grass.
.
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It is astonishing how many people have the
idea that all grasses are practically alike, without giving the matter much real thought.
They have a sort of notion that grass grows
on lawns or any place under adverse circumstances and with little or no nourishment
and
other cultural aid. It would be quite unnecessary to look upon putting greens as requiring
special cultural treatment.
Herein lies the secret of many failures in the past, for the first
es.~ential to success is a close acquaintance with
the many varieties of grass, their natural characteristics, the conditions
under which they
thrive and the amount of hard
wear they are capable of enduring.
Then can we arrive at a clear understanding of the kinds that can
be expected to thrive in a particular soil or situation and to blend
mixtures that will suit all particular purposes.
There are fine mixtures that will produce a smooth
sward to make a good bowling or
putting green that would be totally unfit for the purpose of football or cricket.
The Greenkeeper's Task
UITE naturally
a man who
has kept a plot of grass neat
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and tidy on a private estate and has
mowed and rolled, weeded, patched in season,
may consider himself qualified for the task of
maintaining
a golf course, arguing that it is
precisely the same kind of work on a larger
scale with only the difference of larger implements and labor to get over the work.
That
experience in the proper care of lawns will be
of service to one who aspires to greenkeeping
is not to be denied, but it will prove seriously
inadequate if he should shoulder at once the
full responsibility
of the upkeep of a golf
course. The task being as distinct from ordinary
lawn work as the cropping of a kitchen garden
is from the entire management
of a farm.
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ONLY EIGHT MOVES

and you've
FINISHED AN ACRE!

The putting green is, of course, of paramount importance and it is here that the finest
work is required.
The turf must be ideal, or
at any rate it must be the aim of the greenkeeper to make it so; an intimate knowledge of
weeds, insects, and fungoId pest and vermin,
and the surest and cheapest methods of getting
rid of them will be essential.
He must also
have a wide knowledge of feeding grasses
which of necessity differ considerably where so
large and varied an area is concerned from the
ordinary method of nourishing a small lawn.
The Nourishment

of Grasses

THE management

The Thompson :NIaster Sprinkler is made uncommonly sturdy.
Every Master is completely guaranteed against any defect
for THREE years. If anything wears out or breaks within
three years-regardless of the calise-it will be replaced free
of cost!

Economical!
\Vith an operating pressure of 45 pounds, the Master covers a diameter about 1I0 feet. This saves water bills because
the turf receives even coverage efficiently applied. That means
an entire acre of ground can be covered in only eight moves!
Cuts down labor expense.
No wonder Golf Clubs everywhere are ordering Thompson
Master Sprinklers! Send for our interesting free catalog
showing you everything your course needs for sprinkling
equipment.
these feattlres fOtlnd only in the
Thompson Master Sprinkler!

CHECK
1. Master

Sprinkler
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uniform

coverage

with

less

water.
II. Operates

on pressure as low as 2.0 lb.; with an average of 45 lb.
pressure it will cover an entire acre with only 8 moves.

3. Low center of gravity;

does not tip over easily.

4. Offers less of a play and wind hazard.

s. Three-year

absolute guarantee.

6. Light

in weight-9
pounds including
move. Sa\'es money on labor bills.

THOMPSON

2.2.51 E.

MANUFACTURING

7TH ST.,

Los

roller
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ANGELES,

base-easy

to
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I should like very much to see your catalog.
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.

Address

.
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of grass demands knowledge, experience and forethought,
as well
as manual labor.
Mowing and rolling are
essential, while other matters of fully equal
importance are frequently neglected or otherwise ignored. It should be borne in mind that
every time a green is mown a grea t deal of grass
growth is cu t and removed, the production of
which helps to exhaust nourishment from the
soil.
No farmer expects to grow crops continuously for a succession of years without changing crops and manuring the land, and it becomes equally futile to expect to maintain a
golf course in fine condition without periodically replenishing the store of plant food upon
which the roots of grass may feed. We cannot
manure turf as we do a corn or potato patch.
The feeding of green and fairways must be accomplished by fine methods.
Whatever nourishment is to be applied must be given in the
form of a top-dressing, and it is therefore desirable that highly concentrated
plant food
should be used, thus reducing bulk to a minimum. Further they shall be quickly soluble
that they may be readily washed down to the
roots of the turf by rain or watering, leaving
the surface clean and playable. Upon the character of the soil depends to a large degree the
nature of manure it requires to improve its productive power.
It would be ridiculous to suppose that one
may write an article or a book laying down
definite instructions on the planning and construction of a golf course that will serve as a
faithful guide under all circumstances and conditions; not one volume, but a series of books.
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might well be written upon the subject all full
of interest and useful information.
The green keeper has a varied as well as extensi ve charge; his greens maybe
com pared
with the finest, but the fairways must be kept
under control and this calls for a different
method than those applied to greens. Club officials have long recognized the fact that to
main tain good pu tting greens they must be
top-dressed, fertilized and watered; not so with
fairways which are usually left to look after
themsel ves au tside of cu tting and rolling in
season.
More Attention to Fairways
THIS
is one of our great problems we have
to face in Canada.
The present day golfer
demands better fairways.
Generally speaking
there usually is plenty of grass on our fairways,
bu t how often do we see it undernourished.
Plants require food just as animals do.
Greens are top-dressed and fed regularly, but
fairways are more or less neglected. Club officials would do well to appropriate
a sum of
money each year for fertilizing fairways.
On
established courses where the turf is thin, topdressing with compost would be too costly.
Unless the club owned land not in use one
could not get top soil for the purpose of topdressing.
Fairways would be greatly benefited by the
use of go')d top soil. When turf is thin and
undernourished,
weeds and clover will take
possession-a
sure sign of the absence of proper
fertilizer.
If a well-balanced fertilizer suited
to the particular soil were used, the grass would
respond. Two great drawbacks in Canada are
insufficient moisture for the ideal turf production and the shortness of the seasons.
Last summer, for an example, 'with very little or no rain from the end of June till October, undoubtedly our fairways suffered during
that long period of drought, more especially
on light sandy soils. I am expecting to find turf
on our fairways to be very much thinner at the
arrival of spring as the result of the prolonged
dry spell of last summer. Unless the soil contains sufficient properly balanced plant food
the grass plan t will not spread and cover the
ground; weeds will come in to the thin spots
SAY YOU SAW THE AD IN THE NATIONAL
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Designed to meet the
damands of progressive
greenslleepers.

Not: only trims the grass t:o perfection

but: adds wit:h each

cutting the gentle rolling action that rolls without pacbing or injuring
the turf. Fabricated steel and aluminum alloy frame construction provides strength with minimum weight. The smooth traction roller with
independent cas t aluminum sections and standard differential drive,
permits easy turning and maneuvering without danger of injury to turf.

Finger tip control; 4-cycle Briggs and Stratton

motor; Teel

and bed plate one detachable unit; anti-friction and roller bearings
throughout; grease packed gears; and independen t reel and traction
drive that eliminate the necessity of a transport cart, all are distinctive
Cooper features.

Grass
cat c h e T can be
very qui c b I y attached.
Improved
Cooper
brush
attachment
mabes it easy
to scientifically
combat
Worm
Cash,
Brown
Patch and destructive
fungus growths.

In addition to this special putting green mower, there
is also the Cooper Power Mower in two popular sizes
20 and 27 inch .•. for lawns and bunkers. Cooper
riding sulky may be used with either size.

Cooper ~Iunllfuetllring
CO",pJIII)"
:;:10 Sou." "'Irs' i"'enue~ ~'nrslu.II'own~ lown.

u. S••\.

Gentlemen: Please send literature and specifications
of the Cooper Putting Green Mower.
Name

.

Club
City

_
_

State

_
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and rob the grass of what plant food may be
there. A very important factor in maintaining the fertility of a soil is the upkeep of its
humus contents.

Fertilizing to Eliminate Weeds
WE

HAVE seen the effects of fertilizing in
eliminating
weeds from greens.
With
so many different kinds of fertilizer on the
mar ket, the selection of a fertilizer is no small
item of golf course maintenance, but one that
must be carefully considered, and how much
should be applied per acre.

Plan No~
to fertilize

your

fairways

with

MILORGANITE
used on more than 1500 golf

courses

during

1929

Exceptional

Mechanical

facilitates
makes

uniform

distribution

it an excellent

arsenate,

sulphate

Milorganite
Nitrogen,

Condition

carrier

and

for lead

of ammonia,

supplies

valuable

the vital plant

etc.
Organic

food element

for turf grasses. Its nitrogen is Highly
Available and Water Insoluble. Upon
application

its plant

released,

thus

tinuous

feeding.

While

ample

cumulated,
anticipate

food is gradually

furnishing

reserves

have

long,

been

con-

ac-

it is suggested
that clubs
requirements
early to in-

sure prompt

shipment

during

rush sea-

son.

Mil\Vaukee Se\Verage
Cotnmission
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Top-dressing
with compost and the use of
fertilizer will improve our fairways to a large
exten C but alone will not certify a green turt
during the hot summer months.
It must have
water to insure this. No golfer of today wants
to play on turf that is parched and the soil
hard baked for the want of moisture. An irrigated course is essential to real golf and the
maintaining of a g00d green turf with a climate
such as ours.
The work of top-dressing should be done as
early in the fall as possible, the month of October being the best month for this work.
Material for this should be all prepared in readiness
so that there can be no delay in the work proceeding, and play not interfered with. This also
applies to fertilizing
fairways early in the
month of October, better still September, providing there is enough moisture in the land.
A great mistake in the past has been with the
clubs not taking full advantage of the fall of
the year when weather conditions are ideal for
work of this kind. They put off a great many
of the most important items of the season's
work till spring with the result that it is very
rarel y done at all.
Club officials who are thinking of using fertilizer in the spring for the improvement
of
fairways would do well to apply fertilizer as
early in the month of April as possible to insure getting the best results, bearing in mind
that often-times the month of May is dry.
This work should be left entirely to the greenkeeper; he will see tha t the time is used to the
best advantage to get best results for the money
spent. and to show results by improving his
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fairways to the satisfaction of the club's Green
committee.
New Fairways

IF CLUBS

would spend a little more time and
money in the preparation of fairways before
seeding a course, it would well repay them in
results. This can be accomplished by ploughing under a liberal supply of barnyard manure
or by sowing oa ts or any green crop and
ploughing under.
Either method will afford
ample humus and fertilizer to give the new
seed a good start. After two years it may be
necessary to work out a system of fertilization
to keep the grass growing in a healthy condition.

DRAINED

ARMCO
COURSES

for play
and

are ready~

EARLIER
IJ\TER

A CORRECTION
In the December issue of the NATIONAL
GREENKEEPER on How We Maintained Our Golf Courses in 1929,
you have my letter headed "Heavy Rolling Makes Healthy
Turf."
\\Then I wrote this letter I wanted to make it plain that
heavy roIling does not make healthy turf as I found by using
heavy mowers on one nine and light ones on the other nine.
I wish you would correct

this in an early issue.

(Signed)

Lawrence

Huber,

Elks Country Club
\Vorthington,

Greenkeeper
Ohio

lIypernumus
Gives Quick Response

PUTTING

on

GREENS

Gentlemen :-We
used Hyper-Humus
during
the present
year to replace
mushroom
manure
or compost
in topdressing
(one-third
Hyper-Humus,
one-third
topsoil
and
one-third
sharp sand, by volume),
and find that it gives
very quick response
when applied with fertilizer.
It is
much handier to use than compost and, if costs are considered, we believe
it is much cheaper.
We know that it contains a high percentage of useful
bacteria
which
quickly
convert
such fertilizers
as
Urea,
ammonium
sulphate
and
cottonseed
meal
to the readily
usable
form.
Very truly yours,
W. W. Rhodes,
Green
Committee,
Wilmington
Country
Club, Wilmington,
Delaware.
lVrite for literature and approoed
of application
to

Speaking of speeding the season's arrival-Armco
Perforated Pipe as subdraill'age for fairways and greens is
equal to an earlier spring and a late winter.
Because Armco Drains, jl/st ullder the surface, take off
snow as it thaws and rain as it faIls, leaving the ground
always "prepared"-firm-solid!
Casual water?
Never
again!
Greenkeepers and architects prefer Armco Corrugated
Pipe because, it being ot pure iron, they can put it in
this season and forget it for many years to come. Nature's
test proves this superior drainage product to be longer
lasting than any other corrugated metal pipe used for
drainage.
Ask the greenkeeper of an Armco drained course. And
-write
for the facts on efficient golf course drainage.
\\Tithout obligating you at all, 'an Armco Engineer wiIl
call and discuss your drainage problem, if you desire.
Armco
elliverts
and draills are mam/faetl/red
from
the
Armco Ingot /rOI£ of The Amerieal/
Rollilfg Mill Company
Gild always bear its bralld.
Key NG3

Armco Culvert Manufacturers

Association

Middletown, Ohio

melhGds

HYPER-HUMUS
COMPANY
Newton, New Jersey
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